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(1) Then the thrust on the portion ABC acts at a depth 
r1 q q 1 I r i /r I 1 ri 
2qa.gP'2-2 ra . gp 32/ qa.gp 3 - 2 ra. gp 3 

= (q2 + qr +r2)/(q +r) on reduction. 

(2) Draw any line CA' through C to meet AB at A', and let the depth of A' 
be p. The ratio of the areas of the triangles ABC and A'BC is that of AB 
to A'B or q to p. 

The thrust on the portion A'BC acts at a depth 
[q(q2 +qr +r2) _p(p2 +pr +r2)]/2[q(q +r) -p(p +r)] 

=-[E(p2) + (qr)]/E(p) on reduction. 
N. M. GIBBINS. 

625. [R. 2. b. y.] Centre of Gravity of a Pyramid. 
[Explain by general reasoning why the C. of G. of a pyramid must lie on a 

line from the vertex to the C. of G. of the base, and must lie at a constant 
fraction x, independent of the pattern of pyramid chosen, of the way from the 
C. of G. of the base to the vertex.] 

Take three equal pyramids on square bases, with height equal to an edge 
of the base and vertex over a corner of the base. Put them together so as to 
form a cube (illustrating the volume of a pyramid). Call the edge of this 
cube 2. 

Place the cube so that the vertices of its three component pyramids meet 
at a top corner of the cube. 

Then the heights of the centres of gravity of the pyramids are 2x, 1 +x 
and 1 +x. 

The mean of these must be the height of the C. of G. of the cube, which 
is unity. Hence (2 +4x)/3 = 1; .' x = .. W. HOPE-JONES. 

626. [K1. 2. a.] Note on Note 605 (Gazette, xi. p. 20). 
With reference to Mr. G. Srinivasan's elegant theorem it may be of interest 

to note that the centre of perspective 0 is the same point for all transversals 
parallel to the given one; so if the direction of the transversal is constant all 
the orthogonal circles touch at 0. This follows at once from the facts that 
the pedal line of 0 for the triangle ABC is parallel to the transversal, and only 
one pedal line can be drawn in a given direction. A A A 

Draw the chord OS perpendicular to BC. Then OSA =OBA =NLB', so 
that LN is perpendicular to AS, and therefore to the pedal line of 0. 

1 Albert Road, Clifton, Bristol. E. P. LEWIS. 

627. [J. 2.] A Problem in Probabilities. 
A-B, C-D, E-F, G-H, I-J, K-L represent 12 teams which are to 

play as stated on a particular day. Suppose P, a bookmaker, submits this 
list to Q, a backer, and challenges Q to predict three winning teams. Q, 
knowing his football well, picks out teams H, J, L, the three teams at the 
head of the League, as probable winners against G, I, K respectively, who as 
it happens are rather low down in the League, K in fact being at the bottom 
and its opponent L being near the top (say third). How can P calculate the 
fair odds that he should offer Q in a bet on the result ? If the game between 
one or more of teams H, J, L should end in a draw, Q of course loses. 

Secondly. In the above P does not know which three teams Q will choose; 
he lays odds against any three. Suppose he goes further and lays the further 
odds that whatever three teams are chosen by Q, none of these three will get 
more than a certain number of goals, say five. What would now be the correct 
odds to lay ? 

Thirdly. In first-class football the scoring is usually low. Suppose R plays 
against team S and that our friend P wishes to offer Q odds against Q's ability 
to predict not only the final score but the exact order in which the goals are 
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